
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

It is used to refer to people 

Example: The man who works at the 

Post Office is very kind. 

It is used to refer to animals and objects 

Example: Tina has a bunch of flowers 

which his friend bought. 

It is used to refer to possession 

Example: Whose is that dictionary? 

Have you seen the girl whose father 

died 

 

It is used to refer to people, animals,  

It can replace WHO or WHICH 

Example: The blue jacket that she is 

putting on belongs to her friend. 

 

It used to refer to places 

The hotel where we slept was excellent 

It is used to refer to time  

That was the day when my sister was born  

COMPLETE THE SENTENCES. USE WHEN/WHERE/WHICH/WHO/WHOSE 

1.-A couch is a person ……who……. helps you train. 

2.-That’s the politician …whose…….. daughter got married in Miami. 

3.-A court is a place …where………. people play tennis. 

4.-That is the race ……which………. millions of people watch. 

5.-1992 is the year …when……… the Olympics were held in Barcelona. 

6.- I have a friend ……whose………. father is working in the local hospital 

7.-You will never forget the day …which / when………. you were born. 



 

 

 

 

 

1.- David Beckham is a name where is known all over the world. which 

2.-That gentleman is reading a newspaper who is written in German. which 

3.-Roxanne is the little girl whose lives in the house next to mine. who 

4.-Richard Williams is the man who daughters are famous tennis players. whose 

5.-Is that the place when the accident happened last week? where 

6.-Athletes whose take drugs will be disqualified immediately. who 

7.-Skydiving is a sport who is extremely dangerous. which 

8.-It’s forbidden to feed the animals who are in the zoo. which 

9.-The queen doesn’t like dogs who come from other countries. which 

10.-The referee is the man which decides if a player is given a red card. who 

11.-Philip is an excellent cook whose prepares delicious dishes at the hotel. who 

12.-My sister which loves cycling, is a very active person. who 

13.-Hockey is a game who you play with a stick. which 

14.-The girl which cried so loudly, was taken to the doctor yesterday. who 

15.- Leonardo is the actor which acted in Titanic with Kate Winslet. who 

16.- The robber which the police arrested was very short. who 

17.-The new stadium who is being built is very modern. which 

18.-Martin was taken to the hospital who was near his house. which 

19.-The shoes who my sister wears are very expensive. which 

20.-Judo is an Olympic game whose isn’t taught in my school. which 

21.-Do you know U2 when songs are known all over the world? whose 

22.-Jennifer lives in Lisbon who I would like to visit soon. where 

23.-Jennifer whose is working in Amsterdam is my best friend. who 

 

 

 

 


